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Furniture Wrapping
In this manual you will find a couple of possibilities of how this work can be done.
Using the right techniques, an old table or door will be up-to-date again in no time!

Tables with right corners
Preparation

Clean the table with Isopropanol.

Don’t forget the vertical edges.

Next, clean the table with a surface
cleaner.

You will need: a heatgun, knife, soft
squeegee and a meter.

Positioning the film

Position the film on the table surface
ensuring it’s 10cm oversized.

Next, pull away the backing paper.

Applying the film

Apply prerssure to the film from the
center outwards with a squeegee.

Accentuate the edges with your finger.

Wrapping Edges
Wrapping edges with overlap

Apply pressure to the vertical sides in a
downwards direction.

Next, apply pressure to the film 0.5cm
around the corner.

Begin cutting the film at the top of the
edge.

Cut the film downwards.

Apply pressure to the 0.5cm, wrapping
it around the corner.

Now, begin applying pressure on the
other edge in a downward direction.

Use the edge as a guide line to cut away
the remaining, excess film.

Now, cut away the excess, overhanging
film towards the edge of the table.

Use a heat gun at 350oC and firmly
apply pressure to all edges.

Press firmly ensuring all edges are
secure.

The 3mm overlap is required and will
be slightly visible.

Wrapping Edges
Wrapping edges without an overlap

Ensure your film is at least 10cm oversized
at all edges of your table surface.

Pull away the backing paper.

Apply pressure to the film outwards
with a squeegee. Then accentuate the
edges with your squeegee or finger.

Later the seams will touch each other
here.

Mark a new line 3mm under the first
one and cut the film there.

The film should now be 3mm oversized.

Now start applying pressure to the
other side.

Now, cut through both films.

Now firmly apply pressure with
your squeegee pressing both pieces
together.

Mark the final cutting line from top
edge to the bottom edge.

Pull away both pieces of excess vinyl.

